Faculty will debate future of ROTC program on campus

By Duff McRoberts

The faculty postponed a controvers-
ial motion on Wednesday, while
awaiting minor changes in the
General Institute Requirements.

A special meeting on the ROTC
issue has been called for next
Wednesday.

The motion was the seventh item
on the agenda at the regular meet-
ing, and because other discussion fol-
lowed, it was not reached. Calling
for the elimination of academic credit
for ROTC subjects, the proposal was to
be offered by Professor Irving Segal
(XVIII) and several other faculty
members. On a request from President
Johnson, Segal said he would accept the
postponement. Professor William
Watson of the Humanities Department
had also indicated that he would intro-
duce a motion, not listed in the
agenda, calling for the abolition of
ROTC.

On other matters, a report was
heard from the Task Force on Educa-
tional Opportunity, and there was brief
discussion of the new proposed housing
program with a slide presentation
showing the sites for the proposed
projects on the Campus Plan

Special commission

Stressing the desire for a large
bore in future decision-making, Professor
Johnson announced that a special com-
nission will soon be formed "to study,
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Seminar plans investigation in response to Harvard crisis

By Greg Ammon

Does MIT have Harvard's problems?

Monday night, 60 students, Profes-
sor Carroll Wilson (XV), and Professor
Jerald Zacharias (VIII) discussed this
problem. It had been raised because
the two professors were worried that
this same situation could occur at MIT.

The students concurred and added
that there did not seem to be enough
communication and understanding be-
 tween faculty and students. They
agreed that in a confrontation situation
due to problems, they would decide to
act, instead of simply talk. The
problem had been raised because of
the oratory nature of the March 4
demonstration and the oratory nature of the March 4
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